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INTRODUCTION
On June 27, 2022, the San Diego City Council (Council) will be asked to consider
approval of the proposed Settlement Agreement and Mutual Release (Agreement),1 attached,
which would resolve certain claims relating to the Civic Center Plaza (CCP) and 101 Ash Street
properties in downtown San Diego.2 This matter is scheduled to go to trial on January 23, 2023.
This Report explains the material provisions and main consequences of the Agreement,
so that the Council can make an informed decision whether to approve the Agreement. For the
reasons explained in Part II and elsewhere in this Report, this Office strongly recommends that
the Council reject the proposed Agreement, which has several significant disadvantages to the
City and does not adequately protect the City’s legal and financial interests.3 In addition to
reviewing this Report, the Council should carefully review the entire Agreement, the staff report
accompanying the Agreement (Staff Report), the proposed resolution approving the Agreement,
and all related docket materials. This Report focuses on the Agreement’s material provisions, is
not intended to summarize every contractual provision, and should not be used as a substitute for
careful review of the entire Agreement.
ANALYSIS
I.

OVERVIEW OF AGREEMENT

The parties to the Agreement (Parties) include the City, Cisterra Partners, LLC and its
affiliates (Cisterra), and CGA Capital and its affiliates (Lender). No other persons or entities are
part of the settlement memorialized in the Agreement. For example, the non-settling parties
include: (a) Jason Hughes (Hughes), the City’s prior “volunteer” real estate consultant;
(b) Hughes Marino, Inc. (Hughes’ company); (c) any contractors involved in the 101 Ash
1

Unless otherwise specified, all section references in this Report are to specific sections in the Agreement.
For the sake of brevity, all capitalized terms in this Report have the same meaning ascribed to them in the
Agreement. If the definition of any specific capitalized term is not obvious, this Report will explain the definition.
3
As described in Section 12.9 of the Agreement, if the City Council Authorization occurs (i.e., the Agreement is
approved by the Council and the Mayor), the City Attorney will sign the Agreement as to form only as required
under San Diego Charter section 40.
2
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Renovations (i.e., interior building renovations that occurred after the City became a tenant at the
101 Ash Property); (d) any plaintiffs alleging injuries as a result of the 101 Ash Renovations or
their presence on the 101 Ash Property; and (e) the plaintiff in the Gordon Lawsuit.
Through the Agreement, the Parties would resolve the pending litigation and all related
claims among them pertaining to the Prior CCP Transactions and the Prior 101 Ash Transactions
involving the 20-year lease-to-own contracts between the City and Cisterra, financed by the
Lender (collectively, Prior Transactions), as well as the 101 Ash Renovations (collectively,
Dispute).4 Under Sections 1 through 3 of the Agreement, the Parties would provide instructions
to an independent Escrow Agent to facilitate the Closing,5 which would include: (i) Cisterra’s
conveyance of the CCP Property and the 101 Ash Property (collectively, Properties) to the
Lender; (ii) the termination of the CCP Lease and the 101 Ash Lease (each a 20-year lease-toown agreement) between Cisterra and the City; (iii) the Lender’s conveyance of the Properties to
the City; (iv) the termination of the CCP Financing Documents and the 101 Ash Financing
Documents relating to a loan issued by the Lender to Cisterra for Cisterra’s original acquisition
of the Properties; (v) the City’s payment to the Lender of the CCP Purchase Price in the
estimated amount of approximately $46.1 million and the 101 Ash Purchase Price in the
estimated amount of approximately $85.7 million, assuming the Closing occurs by the target date
of July 11, 2022; and (vi) Cisterra’s payment of the first of two installments for the City’s benefit
to disgorge Cisterra’s profits of $7,452,500 from the Prior 101 Ash Transactions. The City would
accept title to the Properties upon the Closing in their “as-is” condition, subject to all existing
faults and defects.
Upon the Closing, the Parties would mutually release each other from all Claims arising
from or related to the Dispute and covenant not to sue each other with respect to the released
Claims.6 The City would agree to defend and indemnify Cisterra, the Lender, and their respective
affiliates from and against all Claims relating to the Properties and the Dispute, except for any
claims initiated by Hughes or related entities. The City’s obligation to defend and indemnify
Cisterra, the Lender, and their affiliates will extend to any fraud, intentional misconduct, gross
negligence, or any other conduct of these parties with respect to the Dispute. Shortly after the
Closing, the Parties would dismiss with prejudice all litigation claims between them.

4

Under Recital Q of the Agreement, the “Dispute” encompasses all pending and future litigation or other Claims
involving the Prior Transactions or the 101 Ash Renovations.
5
Section 2 of the Agreement describes the steps involved in closing the contemplated transactions.
6
Under Section 10.1(f) of the Agreement, “Claims” are defined broadly to include “any claims, causes of action,
rights, demands, actions, suits, proceedings, damages, debts, liabilities, losses, obligations, costs and expenses
(including reasonable attorneys’ fees and court costs), and judgments, whether known or unknown, suspected or
unsuspected, asserted or unasserted, liquidated or unliquidated, of any kind or nature whatsoever, including claims
for contribution or indemnity.”
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RECOMMENDED REJECTION OF AGREEMENT

While the Agreement provides certain benefits to the City as outlined in the Staff Report,
the Agreement presents several significant disadvantages to the City and does not adequately
protect the City’s legal and financial interests. This Office’s main objections and concerns with
respect to the Agreement include:
Cisterra’s retention of ill-gotten gains. The Agreement would allow Cisterra to
retain 100 percent of its profits – approximately $6.2 million – from the Prior
CCP Transactions even though the City alleges those transactions are void under
California Government Code section 1090 (Section 1090) because Hughes, who
owed the City his complete allegiance, had a forbidden financial interest in the
transactions and conspired with Cisterra to hide their secret financial arrangement,
all to the City’s substantial detriment. Under Section 1090, those profits should be
disgorged to the City.
City’s absorption of legal costs and potential damages. The Agreement would
require the City to defend and indemnify Cisterra, the Lender, and their respective
affiliates with respect to any Claims that now exist or may arise in connection
with the Dispute, except for Claims initiated by Hughes or related entities. The
City’s broad defense and indemnification obligation under the Agreement is not
justified and would result in the City absorbing additional legal defense costs and
potential monetary damages in an uncertain, but likely substantial, amount.
Further, the City will not recover a dime of the significant attorney fees and costs
it has expended thus far.
Incomplete resolution of the Dispute. If the Agreement is approved, the City
would not achieve anything close to a global resolution of the Dispute and would
not put an end to an ugly chapter in its history stemming from highly imprudent
decisions made during the prior Mayoral administration. The City would remain
responsible for defending current claims and any future claims related to the Prior
Transactions and the 101 Ash Renovations, including the plaintiffs’ claims in
several lawsuits for alleged exposure to asbestos-containing materials (asbestos).
Allocation of risk to City. Under the Agreement, the City will accept fee title
ownership of the Properties in their “as-is” condition, with all faults and defects.
In other words, the City would assume full responsibility to address any problems
or defects, whether known or unknown, with respect to the condition of the
Properties. The City is already aware that, regardless of whether the building on
the 101 Ash Property is demolished or renovated to allow future occupancy, the
City will need to conduct some level of asbestos remediation of the building. In
addition, if the building is renovated to allow future occupancy, the City will need
to complete the repair or replacement of defective systems in the building, at
substantial additional cost.
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Inadequate due diligence. The City has conducted virtually no meaningful due
diligence (or, at a minimum, has not disclosed the outcome of any due diligence
efforts) regarding the physical condition of the buildings on the CCP Property,
including the King-Chavez Community High School building that is not presently
occupied by the City. This oversight contradicts City management’s written
promise in a July 2021 response to the City Auditor’s audit to provide the Council
with meaningful due diligence information before asking the Council to approve
any major building acquisitions.
No compelling need to settle before investigations are completed. Under the
Agreement, the City would release and covenant not to sue or pursue any
proceedings (including debarment) against Cisterra, the Lender, and their
respective affiliates for all Claims pertaining to the Prior Transactions, the 101
Ash Renovations, and the condition of the Properties. The City will be forever
barred from pursuing any legal actions against Cisterra or the Lender relating to
the Dispute, even if the City later discovers new information that divulges a
higher degree of culpability on the part of Cisterra or the Lender than currently
known to the City. Among other claims, the City would forfeit its strong legal
claim to void the Agreement on the basis of the alleged violation of Section 1090,
which prohibits financial conflicts of interest in the formation of any public
contract. Entering into the Agreement now is premature, given that discovery in
the pending lawsuits is still ongoing, and the City may uncover additional
evidence that could further bolster the City’s allegations against Cisterra in
particular. The City’s opportunity to reach a settlement with Cisterra and the
Lender will remain intact in the future, and the City will likely have stronger
negotiating leverage in settlement talks after additional discovery and
investigative efforts are completed.
No deterrence of future bad acts harmful to City. The disgorgement of
$7,425,000 from Cisterra will not deter future bad acts by those doing business
with the City and will fail to make taxpayers whole. The City will receive nothing
from the Lender other than a waiver of prepayment penalties on outstanding
loans, and will receive from Cisterra less than Hughes, who walked away with
$9,400,000 in taxpayer money. Taxpayers will still need to litigate claims against
Hughes, his company, the contractors, and the insurance companies, while
defending a litany of personal injury cases relating to alleged asbestos exposure
and other claims. This will exhaust City Attorney resources and drain the General
Fund, as the City will need to continue employing outside counsel to defend the
City, Cisterra, the Lender, and their affiliates.
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No plan for 101 Ash. The City would purchase the 101 Ash Property without a
plan or timeline for its occupation by City employees or its potential future
redevelopment and coincides with the City’s plan to offers employees a
teleworking option7 that reflects the post-pandemic workplace. Other than laying
out conceptual options, the Staff Report provides no determination of how the
City’s acquisition of the Properties, particularly the 101 Ash building, will fit into
the City’s strategic plan and no determination of what the Properties will be used
for and to what extent the existing buildings meet the City’s objective.
No opportunity for meaningful public review. Sufficient public outreach
concerning the City’s plans for use of the Properties has not occurred and the
approval process for the Agreement is being fast-tracked without explanation or
justification.8
III.

SECTION 1 OF AGREEMENT

The Parties will mutually appoint Chicago Title Company to serve as the independent
Escrow Agent to facilitate the Closing of the real property transactions described in Section 2 of
the Agreement. Chicago Title Company, a nationally recognized title and escrow company, has
assisted the City in various prior real property closings, including the City’s sale of the Mission
Valley stadium site to San Diego State University in August 2020. As the Escrow Agent,
Chicago Title Company will follow the escrow instructions contained in the Agreement, together
with any supplemental or additional escrow instructions signed by the Parties, to coordinate the
Closing by the Parties’ target date of July 11, 2022, but no later than July 29, 2022.
IV.

SECTION 2

A.
Current Status. Cisterra’s affiliate currently owns fee title to the Properties and,
acting as a landlord, leases the Properties to the City under separate 20-year lease-to-own
contracts (defined in the Agreement as the CCP Lease and the 101 Ash Lease). Cisterra’s
affiliate obtained a loan from the Lender for the original acquisition of each Property, and the
Lender caused a deed of trust and other security instruments to be recorded in the County of San
Diego (County) land records to secure repayment of each loan (defined in the Agreement as the
CCP Financing Documents and the 101 Ash Financing Documents). The Lender has applied the
City’s monthly rent or occupancy payments under the CCP Lease and the 101 Ash Lease to
reduce the outstanding loan balance owed by Cisterra with respect to each Property. In light of
the City’s assertion in the 101 Ash Lawsuit that the 101 Ash Lease is void and that the 101 Ash
Property is unfit for occupancy, the City has not made monthly rent payments under the 101 Ash

7

Under the City’s draft Administrative Regulation, teleworking would be used to increase productivity, effectively
use staff work time, promote efficient use of resources, enhance employee engagement, improve employee morale,
and reduce traffic and greenhouse gas emissions in support of the City’s Climate Action Plan.
8
In addition to the objections and concerns raised in this Report, the Council may wish to rely on input from the
Office of the Independent Budget Analyst or an outside consultant as to the basic economics of the proposed
transactions in the Agreement, such as whether the CCP Purchase Price and the 101 Ash Purchase Price are
reasonable dollar amounts in light of all available information regarding the condition and value of the Properties.
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Lease since September 2020. The City has, however, placed the equivalent of monthly rent under
the 101 Ash Lease into an escrow account pending resolution of the Dispute.
B.
Purpose of Section 2. Section 2 describes a series of real property transactions
that will occur simultaneously upon the Closing. Once the Closing occurs, the City will become
the fee title owner of the Properties, and the Properties will not be subject to any leases with
Cisterra or its affiliates or any indebtedness owed to the Lender or its affiliates.9
C.
Sections 2.1 through 2.6. Upon the Closing, (i) Cisterra’s affiliates will convey
to the Lender’s affiliates fee title ownership of the Properties, subject to the existing leases and
financing documents; (ii) the Parties will terminate the CCP Lease and the 101 Ash Lease; and
(iii) the Parties will confirm the full payment and satisfaction of the CCP Loan and the 101 Ash
Loan, as well as the termination of the CCP Financing Documents and the 101 Ash Financing
Documents (i.e., the documents securing Cisterra’s repayment of the Lender’s loans used by
Cisterra to acquire ownership of the Properties several years ago).
D.
Sections 2.7 through 2.10. Upon the Closing, Lender’s affiliates will convey to
the City fee title ownership of each Property in its “as-is, where-is condition, without
representation or warranty.” This “as-is” language means that the City will accept the Properties
in their current condition, with all defects and flaws, whether known or unknown to the City, and
will be responsible for the costs of addressing any defects and flaws (including, for example, any
asbestos contamination or other environmental contamination, and any defective or substandard
building systems), subject to the City’s potential monetary recovery under existing insurance
policies or through litigation against contractors or other entities involved in the 101 Ash
Renovations. The estimated CCP Purchase Price is approximately $46.1 million, and the
estimated 101 Ash Purchase Price is approximately $85.7 million. If the Closing occurs after the
target date of July 11, 2022, the CCP Purchase Price will increase by $4,350.57 per day, and the
101 Ash Purchase Price will increase by $7,050.43 per day. The final purchase price for each
Property will equal the outstanding loan amount encumbering the Property, calculated on a daily
prorated basis under the CCP Financing Documents or the 101 Ash Financing Documents,
respectively, plus any late fees on rent payments owed under the CCP Lease or the 101 Ash
Lease, respectively. The purchase price for each Property will exclude any prepayment penalties
or yield maintenance fees, resulting in avoidance of substantial early purchase costs to the City
as explained in the Staff Report. The City’s acceptance of fee title to the Properties will not be
subject to any existing leases or financing documents (i.e., the CCP Lease, the 101 Ash Lease,
the CCP Financing Documents, or the 101 Ash Financing Documents) or any third party
possessory rights, except for any existing tenants or subtenants of the City on the CCP Property.
As described in the Staff Report, however, the City will pay to the Lender an aggregate total of
nearly $1,000,000 in late fees and penalties for withholding rent on the CCP and 101 Ash Street
buildings, an action that would not be required in a successful Section 1090 action.

9

Fee title generally refers to an absolute ownership interest in real property, without limitations or restrictions. The
City currently owns a leasehold interest in the Properties under the 20-year lease-to-own contracts. Upon the
Closing, the City will become the fee title owner of the Properties, and its leasehold interest will be terminated.
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SECTION 3

Under the Agreement, all of Cisterra’s profits from the Prior 101 Ash Transactions, in the
total amount of $7,452,500, will be disgorged for the City’s benefit.10 Upon the Closing, Cisterra
will make a first installment payment through Escrow, in the amount of $2,626,250, to be
applied as a credit toward payment of the 101 Ash Purchase Price. Cisterra will be required to
make a second installment payment directly to the City, in the amount of $4,826,250, on or
before June 30, 2023, enabling Cisterra to defer payment of approximately 65 percent of its illgotten gains from the Prior 101 Ash Transactions. Cisterra would not agree to provide any
typical security for full payment of the second installment amount, such as a letter of credit, an
interest in real property collateral, or a personal guaranty from Steve Black or any other Cisterra
principal. However, Cisterra has agreed in Section 3 that, if Cisterra fails to pay the second
installment amount in full by June 30, 2023, any remaining balance of the second installment
amount will accrue interest at the annual rate of 10 percent on a retroactive basis from the
Effective Date of the Agreement (likely a date in late June or early July 2022). While this
relatively high interest rate should incentivize Cisterra to timely pay the second installment
amount, the City could be forced to pursue a time-consuming legal process to recover any unpaid
amount. Also, due to the absence of any collateral or other security for Cisterra’s payment of the
deferred amount, the City (as an unsecured creditor) may be unable to collect some or all of that
amount if Cisterra files a bankruptcy petition or otherwise becomes insolvent. Under Section
14.8 of the Agreement, the City could seek to recover any attorney fees and court costs incurred
in a future breach of contract claim against Cisterra arising from Cisterra’s nonpayment of the
second installment amount.
VI.

SECTION 4

Cisterra and the Lender will acknowledge that the effectiveness of the Agreement is
contingent on the City Council Authorization – i.e., the final passage of a Council resolution
approving the Agreement and the City’s acquisition of the Properties – which may or may not be
granted in the Council’s sole discretion. The City will not incur any liability or obligation to
Cisterra or the Lender under the Agreement if the City Council Authorization is not granted or if
the Council decides to make changes to any terms of this Agreement as a condition to the City
Council Authorization. Section 4 is a fairly typical provision in the City’s purchase and sale
agreements for the acquisition or sale of land.
VII.

SECTION 5

The Closing will occur as soon as possible after the City Council Authorization has
occurred, but no later than July 29, 2022, unless the Parties mutually agree in writing to a time
extension. Certain conditions, such as the Parties’ signature and deposit of all necessary
documents and funds into Escrow and the City’s ability to obtain suitable title insurance
coverage through the Title Policies, must occur before the Closing can occur. The conditions set
10

Even though the City will pay nearly $1,000,000 in late fees and penalties to the Lender upon the Closing, the
City will waive the collection of approximately 5.5 years of accrued interest on Cisterra’s disgorged profits from the
Prior 101 Ash Transactions, which closed on January 3, 2017.
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forth in Section 5 are typical provisions in a real property purchase and sale agreement and are
intended to ensure that the Closing will meet the Parties’ mutual objectives.
VIII. SECTIONS 6 THROUGH 8.3
Before the Closing, each Party will need to approve an estimated escrow closing
statement showing the funds to be deposited into the Escrow and the funds to be disbursed to the
Lender upon the Closing. At least one business day before the Closing, each Party will deliver to
the Escrow Agent all signed documents and funds that are reasonably necessary from that Party
to accomplish the real property transactions contemplated by the Agreement. Upon receipt of all
applicable documents and funds from each Party, the Escrow Agent will facilitate the Closing by
causing the real property transaction documents to be recorded in the County land records,
disbursing to the Lender the purchase price proceeds for the Properties, and causing the Title
Policies to be issued to the City. Sections 6 through 8.3 are typical provisions in a purchase and
sale agreement, addressing the mechanics of a real property closing. The only somewhat unusual
circumstance in the Agreement is that the Closing will involve two separate Properties and a
double conveyance of each Property (from Cisterra to the Lender, and then from the Lender to
the City) on the Closing Date.
IX.

SECTION 8.4

Cisterra and the City will each pay 50 percent of the Escrow Agent’s standard fees for
administering the Escrow. Cisterra will pay any recording fees and documentary transfer taxes
that may be owed with respect to the conveyance of the Properties from Cisterra to the Lender,
and likewise, the City will pay any recording fees and documentary transfer taxes that may be
owed with respect to the conveyance of the Properties from the Lender to the City. It is
anticipated that, as a public agency, the City will be exempt from the payment of any recording
fees and documentary transfer taxes. The City will pay the entire cost of the CCP Title Policy, as
well as the incremental cost of the 101 Ash Title Policy associated with any extended title
insurance coverage and specialized insurance endorsements above and beyond the standard
coverage in an owner’s title policy.11 Cisterra will pay the portion of the cost of the 101 Ash
Title Policy associated with standard title insurance coverage. The only unusual aspects of
Section 8.4 are that the Lender will not absorb any of the escrow fees or title insurance costs and
that the City will absorb the entire cost of the CCP Title Policy (rather than having the Lender or
Cisterra absorb a portion of that cost). According to the Escrow Agent’s preliminary estimate,
the City’s total title insurance costs for the Properties will be in the range of $50,000 to $55,000.
The City’s share of escrow fees under the Agreement will likely be several thousand dollars.

11

Consistent with this Office’s recommendation, the City will obtain extended title insurance coverage in the Title
Policies for the Properties. In comparison to standard coverage, extended coverage provides insurance protection to
the City with respect to any “off-record” matters (i.e., any liens or encumbrances not shown in the County’s land
records) and any matters not disclosed in a land survey prepared by a qualified engineer. In this instance, previous
surveys of the Properties, prepared by a qualified engineer, reveal no material issues.
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SECTION 9

The Parties will dismiss with prejudice12 all claims and counterclaims between them in
the 101 Ash Lawsuit and the CCP Lawsuit (the two pending lawsuits in which the City seeks to
void the Prior Transactions due to the alleged Section 1090 violation), as well as the CCP
Unlawful Detainer Action (the inactive lawsuit in which Cisterra sought to evict the City from
the building at 1200 Third Avenue on the CCP Property for nonpayment of rent). This means
that the City cannot again sue Cisterra or the Lender even if it later uncovers actionable facts. In
addition, Cisterra will dismiss with prejudice its cross-complaints for declaratory relief and
indemnity in certain lawsuits arising from the plaintiffs’ alleged exposure to asbestos at the 101
Ash Property, including the Bahena Lawsuit, the Perez Lawsuit, and the Guerrero Lawsuit.
Significantly, the Parties’ dismissal of certain legal actions under Section 9 of the
Agreement will only affect the Parties who are agreeing to settle their claims at this time and will
not fully resolve all current litigation involving the Prior Transactions or the 101 Ash
Renovations. For instance, nothing in the Agreement will prevent the City from continuing to
pursue its legal claims against Hughes or related entities, or against various contractors who
performed the 101 Ash Renovations. Likewise, nothing in the Agreement will prevent the
plaintiffs in several pending lawsuits from pursuing their legal claims against the City for alleged
exposure to asbestos. As a result, despite the Agreement, the City will continue to be closely
involved in various legal claims that involve any non-settling entities.
XI.

SECTION 10

With the exception of any rights and obligations created under the Agreement, (i) the
Parties will mutually release each other from all Claims arising from or relating to the Dispute
that the Parties now have, or at any time in the future may have, against each other; and (ii) the
Parties will covenant not to initiate any claim, demand, proceeding, action, suit, or cause of
action against each other with respect to the Dispute or any released Claims. Specifically, the
City will agree not to initiate any debarment proceeding against Cisterra arising from the Dispute
or any released Claims. Rather, Cisterra wants the City to accept its assurances that neither it nor
its current or future affiliated entities will bid on City projects. As a result of this release and
covenant not to sue under Section 10 (including the express waiver of rights under California
Civil Code section 1542), the City will be forever barred from pursuing any legal actions against
Cisterra or the Lender relating to the Dispute, even if the City later discovers any new
information that divulges a higher degree of culpability on the part of Cisterra or the Lender than
currently known to the City. It is quite possible, in fact, that additional discovery in the pending
litigation or other investigative efforts by the City or other entities could uncover new
information damaging to Cisterra or the Lender. Under Section 10, however, the City will be
precluded from using that information to seek any future monetary recovery from Cisterra, the
Lender, or their respective affiliates.

12

A dismissal with prejudice means that the dismissing party is barred from initiating or reviving the dismissed
claims against the other party again in any court proceeding. By contrast, a dismissal without prejudice means that
the dismissing party reserves the right to initiate or revive the dismissed claims against the other party in the future.
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SECTION 11

Subject to one limited exception, the City will be required to defend and indemnify
Cisterra, the Lender, and their respective affiliates, employees, and representatives (collectively
defined as the Indemnitees) from and against all Claims relating to the Dispute (including all
current litigation alleging exposure to asbestos), the existence of any environmental
contamination at the Properties, the use and operation of the Properties, the Prior Transactions,
and the 101 Ash Renovations. The limited exception is that the City will not be required to
defend and indemnify Cisterra, the Lender, and their respective affiliates, employees, and
representatives from and against any Claim initiated by or on behalf of Hughes or his affiliates
against any of the Indemnitees. Under Section 11, therefore, the City will have substantial
continuing exposure to pay not only its own legal fees and damages, but also any legal fees,
costs, and damages incurred by the Indemnitees, in current and future litigation involving the
Dispute. The City’s obligation to defend and indemnify the Indemnitees will extend to any fraud,
intentional misconduct, gross negligence, or any other conduct of the Indemnitees with respect to
the Dispute. As long as the Indemnitees do not incur any financial obligation or out-of-pocket
expenses, they will be required to cooperate reasonably and promptly with the City’s defense of
any indemnified Claims.
XIII. SECTION 12
Under Section 12, the Parties will make various representations and warranties to each
other with respect to their reliance only on the written provisions of the Agreement (and not on
any verbal statements), the enforceability of the Agreement, their ability to consult with
attorneys, consultants, or other advisors of their own choosing with respect to the legal and other
consequences of this Agreement, and similar matters. A real property purchase and sale
agreement typically contains representations and warranties of this nature.
Section 12.9 also explains the City Attorney’s role in reviewing and approving the
Agreement. Specifically, San Diego Charter section 40 charges the City Attorney and her
deputies with preparing in writing “all ordinances, resolutions, contracts, bonds or other
instruments in which the City is concerned, and to endorse on each approval of the form or
correctness thereof.” As the California Supreme Court opined, the language “approved as to
form and content” and the like serves as an affirmation that “counsel has read the document, it
embodies the parties’ agreement, and counsel perceives no impediment to his client signing it.”
Monster Energy Co. v. Schechter, 7 Cal. 5th 781, 792 (2019), citing Freedman v. Brutzkus, 182
Cal. App. 4th 1065, 1070 (2010). This Office will attest that the Agreement captures the intent of
the legislative and administrative branches of our City’s government, while noting that the City
Attorney does not agree that the Agreement is in the City’s best interests.
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XIV. SECTIONS 13 AND 14
Sections 13 and 14 contain miscellaneous provisions that are typical for a real property
purchase and sale agreement. Section 14.8 specifies that, if any Party commences a legal dispute
to interpret, enforce, reform, or rescind the Agreement, the prevailing party will be entitled to
recover its reasonable attorney fees, reasonable expert and consultant fees, and court costs from
the non-prevailing party. This attorney fees provision could serve as a disincentive for any Party
to initiate a frivolous legal claim regarding implementation of the Agreement.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons explained above, this Office strongly recommends that the Council reject
the Agreement. We encourage the Council to review the Agreement carefully and to ask
appropriate questions to City staff or this Office before or during the Council meeting if the
Council believes that any important background information has been provided in the Staff
Report or that any provision of the Agreement or its effect on the City is unclear.
MARA W. ELLIOTT, CITY ATTORNEY
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